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Intelligent Mixing Systems (IMS) are rapidly becoming integrated into music mixing and
production workflows. The intelligences of a human mixer and IMS can be distinguished by
their abilities to comprehend, assess, and appreciate context. Humans will factor context into
decisions, particularly concerning the use and application of technologies. The utility of an
IMS depends on both its affordances and the situation in which it is to be used. The appropriate
use for conventional purposes, or its utility for misappropriation, is determined by the context.
This study considers how context impacts mixing decisions and the use of technology, focusing
on how the mixer’s understanding of context can inform the use of IMS, and how the use of
IMS can aid in informing a mixer of different contexts.

0 INTRODUCTION

Intelligent mixing systems (IMS) and technologies are
rapidly growing in sophistication and intelligence, and thus
they are increasingly useful for facilitating and assisting
mix engineers in or automating the mixing process. How-
ever machine intelligence, computational models, and al-
gorithmic representations of the mixing process are failing
to capture some vital aspects of human mixing knowledge.
In particular, there has yet to be created an IMS that actively
incorporates or imitates into its functionality anything like
the human ability to adapt actions and decisions to a specific
context. This ability enables a mix engineer to appropriately
and precisely align mixing decisions to the musical content,
client needs and expectations, audience expectations, and
the time and place in which the mix engineer works. Re-
sponding to context is also one way that a mix engineer
imparts their unique sonic signature, which is typically a
goal of accomplished engineers [1–3]. Mix engineers adapt
to specific situations and constraints axiomatically. They
might be aided in doing so by context-aware mixing tech-
nologies.

Mixing may be described as “a process in which multi-
track material . . . is balanced, treated and combined into a

∗This paper is supported by EPSRC Grant EP/S026991/1.

multichannel format, most commonly two-channel stereo.
But a less technical definition . . . is that a mix is a sonic
presentation of emotions, creative ideas and performance”
[4]. The role of the mix engineer is to process, combine, and
balance instruments and tracks with the aim of producing
a mix that is of high audio quality as well as expressive. A
mix engineer works with ‘aesthetic criteria’ [5] as much as
technical ones to achieve this goal. Throughout this article,
we shall refer to a mixer as an individual that takes up the
task of mixing.

The following analysis deconstructs the influences of
context on mixing decisions with the aim of making a
context-aware IMS that appears smarter and offers users
new utility. The study’s focus is on pop music mixing
though many findings are applicable to other forms of
mixing. From the impacts identified, it is possible to see
how prior research from semantic audio (SA), music in-
formation retrieval (MIR), the semantic web, and context-
aware computing (CAC) hold relevance for developing
context awareness in IMS. In the future, IMS may be
driven by information gleaned from a user’s sensory con-
text, and/or systems may detect context-significant infor-
mation directly from the user’s actions and choice history.
Furthermore, IMS may encourage the mixer’s own con-
text awareness and thereby offer a new kind of support for
decision making.
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There are various approaches to designing IMS with
different intended uses in mind. Commercial products in-
clude smart plugin effects processors such as Soothe from
Oaksound1 or VocalAlign from SynchroArts2 as well as cre-
ative environments such as Neutron from Izotope3 or Faders
from Semantic Audio Labs.4 The latter offer intelligent as-
sistance functionality. For a survey of design approaches
see [6]. To date, two approaches appear to have dominated
IMS design in academic research and commercial products.
Both approaches involve deriving mixing rules.

In one approach, mixing decisions are explained by ex-
perts and experts’ actions are observed. The music produc-
tion literature and other relevant ethnographic and musico-
logical literature about mixing practices and praxis are also
consulted. This practice-oriented literature provides gener-
alizations about mixing norms and conventions [5], tech-
nical standards, and common artistic considerations. Rules
are extrapolated then proceduralized for systems explicitly
using an ontology or implicitly in machine learning models.
Elsewhere rules are reverse engineered through data-driven
analysis of existing musical mixes [7]. This requires train-
ing systems on corpora of prototypical examples. These
two approaches can sometimes be combined [6].

These systems, no matter how sophisticated and power-
ful, are limited in some ways. Firstly systems have a finite
set of rules, and that set is constrained by the observations
of practice made or the corpus analyzed. Unlike a human
mixer, at present, IMS do not typically generate or learn
new rules. Though machine learning may do this implic-
itly, it is not yet common practice. And IMS do not adapt
and modify rules for specific content, circumstances, or
context. However, “the mix is dependent on the music, and
mixing is not just a set of technical challenges” [4, p. 4].
Human mixers may have to disentangle attributes rooted
in technical concerns from those that pertain to genre or
musical aesthetics [4]; for example particular genres may
warrant compromises in audio quality because it can sug-
gest authenticity. Mixers balance technical and aesthetic
concerns [8]. Information such as genre helps mixers to de-
termine which choices are appropriate, given the context.
IMS cannot yet make these distinctions. Systems may prior-
itize attributes or rules but as compared to a mixer they work
with far fewer criteria for determining relative importance.
They do not have access to contextualizing criteria.

Genre conventions are particularly important in IMS as
they can be represented as rules. They are often key con-
siderations in system design and mixes rendered by IMS
tend toward the conventional. Human mixers, however, are
expected to introduce elements of novelty and take deci-
sions that align with their personal aesthetics. As Zak puts
it, “While musicians leave the traces of their emotions,
experiences, and the sounds of their musical expression
on tape, the composite sound image that we recognize as

1https://oeksound.com/plugins/soothe/
2https://www.synchroarts.com/products/vocalign-pro/

overview
3https://www.izotope.com/en/products/neutron.html
4https://www.faders.io/

the musical work is fashioned by recording engineers and
producers—performers in their own right. They are the mu-
sicians’ artistic collaborators, and their actions and aesthetic
choices, too, are represented in the form of the finished
work” [9, p. 17]. When and how much artistic personality
to interject depends on context.

Mixes are not merely stylized but highly idiosyncratic.
Mixers use minute adjustments that are carefully matched to
performances and content. Idiosyncrasies may also emerge
spontaneously simply due to circumstances, such as the
physical setting of the studio and the combination of tech-
nologies used. Nevertheless, they impart unique and valued
qualities to the mix [3, 10].

Many of these minute adjustments are made to shape the
perceived emotional characteristics of a mix. “As a mixing
engineer, one of our prime functions, which is actually our
responsibility, is to help deliver the emotional context of a
musical piece. From the general mix plan to the smallest
reverb nuances, the tools we use—and the way we use
them—can all sharpen or sometimes even create power,
aggression, softness, melancholy, psychedelia and many
other moods” [4, p. 4].

Critical listeners, mixers, clients, and discerning audi-
ences are able to detect these variations mix to mix [3, 11,
12]. They hear subtlest modulation in a timbre or differ-
ence in balance and relative to other attributes of a mix. So
far these are patterns that not even today’s most advanced
deep learning can identify. Moreover, human listeners are
fickle about their preferences for these affectations. What
is unacceptable in one mix is fantastic in another. Liking
depends on the context. IMS is able to produce variation,
but it cannot yet reproduce the idiosyncrasies produced by
a mixer responding to context.

0.1 Context
There are numerous ways to define any given context

and select relevant attributes. Some of the most pragmatic
approaches come from the CAC literature and are geared
toward designing useful and assistive computational tools.
The application of any technology is contextualized by the
setting surrounding its application [13]. Dey claims, “If a
piece of information can be used to characterize the situa-
tion of a participant in an interaction, then that information
is context” [14, p. 2]. A setting may be defined by features
such as time of use, concurrent activities, the user’s geo-
graphic location, the proximity of objects, and people in
the user’s surroundings as well as by information about the
task for which the technology is applied [14]. In pop music
mixing, tasks are contextualized, for example, by genre.
Certain tasks, effects, attributes, and conventions may be
performed only within the context of particular genres. To
function with context awareness, an IMS needs to perform
mixing tasks that are appropriate given these kinds of con-
siderations.

When humans assess a context to determine what is rel-
evant and to source relevant information, they can direct
their attention dynamically, deliberately, and according to
their values [15]. They survey the contextualizing elements
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within the frame of their attention at any given moment. For
technology like IMS to provide context-aware assistance,
system functionality needs mixing rules and also abilities
to make multi-criteria decisions about options from among
those that are available, likely to be effective, and desirable,
based on the musical content.

1 A CASE FOR CONTEXT

The working context for each mixing project affords cer-
tain degrees of freedom for action; it imposes constraints.
Magnusson separates subjectively imposed and objective
constraints. “Objective constraints represent the physical
limitations of the environment or physical material and the
designed constraints” that result from technology or system
configurations and functionality [16, p. 54]. The physical
environment of the studio, including the acoustic space,
equipment, furnishings, and anything that can physically
impact the mixing of sounds, is potentially pertinent to the
mixer’s working context because it influences mixing ac-
tions. Subjective self-imposed constraints are not directly
accessible for observation, and therefore it is hard to repre-
sent them as system rules, to model them, and to incorporate
them into a system’s context awareness. Nevertheless, as
they are part of a mixer’s working context, a context-aware
IMS can be aware that subjective impressions are a factor
in mixing.

Some objective constraints are similarly difficult to gen-
eralize for a system because they emerge under specific
physical conditions such as a studio location. In the ecolog-
ical sense, the mixer’s physical environment mediates all
perceptual information within. The environment surrounds
the mixer, and in addition to biology, physical position and
activity within the environment determines what the mixer
perceives. This combination of factors is referred to as a
vantage. Vantage is the sum total of a perceiver’s position
relative to objects that might influence perceptions, per-
ceptual acuity, and what information holds relevance for
the perceiver [17]. All collaborators in a production space
work not only within but also with what the environment
makes perceptible [18]; for example, by adapting to it for
musical listening [19].

The environment situates [20] the mixing work. Mixing
is situated in a social and socio-technical environment as
much as a physical one. A mixer’s actions are potentially
influenced by, for example, a client’s presence at the mix-
ing session. Clients bring their expectations and priorities,
knowledge of musical genres, technical standards, conven-
tions, practices, biases, and preferences. This perspective
can encroach on the mixer’s actions and decisions.

In a socio-technical activity like mixing “interaction be-
tween people and machines necessarily implies mutual in-
telligibility, or shared understanding” [20, p. 7] of the work
and the use of technology in that work. For example, in pop
music, it is understood that quantization is usually applied
to rhythmically align musical parts. It might be employed
for other purposes, but actions are purposeful and intelligi-
ble only within the circumstances in which they occur [20].
When people work together anywhere to produce anything

“the coherence of situated action is tied in essential ways
not to a priori prescriptions, but to the action’s particular
circumstances” [20, p. 21], or context. Technology plays a
crucial role in a music production working context and the
role of intelligent machines is growing [21]. And intelligent
tools remain largely indifferent to the user’s circumstances.

1.1 Experience, Appropriateness, and
Appreciating the Context

Mixers are not all equally sensitive to the social, techni-
cal, and physical conditions of their environment, nor even
aware that each mixing context presents unique possibili-
ties and constraints. Knowledge of mixing praxis, common
practices, and mixing experience teach a mixer to direct
attention toward significant attributes and issues and to in-
terrogate technological and sonic affordances. Experience
informs a mixer’s ability to foresee the utility and appro-
priateness of a particular tool for a particular application in
a particular context.

Experienced mixers know which problems are likely to
be encountered and have abilities to identify reliable so-
lutions to such challenges. They are able to detect which
problems are most relevant given a particular mix and then
discriminate carefully among options given those condi-
tions. The deeper the mixers’ general understanding of the
mixing space and problem space, technology, acoustics,
musical considerations, and mixing aesthetics, the more
subtle the realm of possibilities appears to be in the con-
text of a particular mix because they have experienced a
greater number of variants and solutions. Also, the more
experienced mixer can envision more plausible approaches
for meeting expectations. They perceive flexibility in avail-
able ways to work with and around conventional practices
and attributes since experience gives them the confidence to
measure decisions against the context for appropriateness.

For example, a mixer with a thorough appreciation of a
particular effects processor and its conventional application
can make informed decisions about adjusting its parameters
in atypical ways. They might even misappropriate the tool
to achieve a novel effect, if the context makes that choice
appropriate. By contrast, less experienced mixers may know
in broad terms what they want to do with the processor, but
they are less certain about how exactly to realize it in a mix
or the appropriate margins for variation [22]. Since they are
still learning the rules and procedures, they are more likely
to adhere to strict interpretations of conventional axioms
and practices rather than adapt them given what a particular
context makes possible.

Experience is not the only means through which mixers
can build knowledge of mixing technologies and traditional
paradigms for their use. This knowledge is also accrued by
reading manuals or about mixing practices and by watching
video tutorials produced by professionals and/or hobbyists.
Learning resources are abundant, and as a result, inexperi-
enced, amateur engineers are increasingly enabled in their
attempts to mix somewhat like experienced engineers.

Hoare et al. [23] observes that between the amateur and
professional mixer is a growing base of professional ama-
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teur mixers (pro-ams) [24]. The Fusing Audio and Semantic
Technology for Intelligent Music Production and Consump-
tion (FAST-IMPACT Project) also acknowledges the grow-
ing significance of pro-ams in the production to consump-
tion chain. FAST-IMPACT also draws attention to the devel-
oping relationship between pro-ams and intelligent mixing
technologies [25]. It seems that many pro-ams are look-
ing to attain professional-sounding results without much
concern for how this goal is achieved [22]. As compared to
the experienced engineer, pro-ams are usually less sensitive
to influences within their circumstances that could impact
the intelligibility of certain actions. They know less about
adapting rules and margins for variation. In these matters,
context-aware IMS could provide them with assistance.

Ronan et al. show that professionals and amateurs react
differently to different mixes of the same musical content
[26]. In particular, they make different associations between
mix attributes and emotional cues. Professionals, who are
highly critical listeners, demonstrated higher levels of va-
lence and arousal in response to music production quality
than their amateur, non-critical counterparts [27]. As Izhaki
asserted, emotional impact is a vital consideration in the
context of music mixing [4]. Taking decisions with the in-
tention of influencing listeners’ valence and arousal levels
requires context sensitivity [27].

The pro-am in mixing may differ from pro-ams in other
creative fields. Leadbeater and Miller, who observed the
working practices of pro-ams in fields other than music
production, suggest the pro-am’s work “involves the de-
ployment of publicly accredited knowledge and skills, often
built up over a long career” [28, p. 20]. It appears to be oth-
erwise in music production. Hoare et al. [23] and McGrath
et al. [22] followed mixer pro-ams through different studio
setups and found that amateurs, pro-ams, and profession-
als have different technical needs. It appears that pro-ams
are able to function seemingly at a professional level in
the absence of experience and deep knowledge of mixing
practices because they have access to and the abilities to
wield sophisticated and increasingly intelligent tools. The
more intelligent the tool, the more professional sounding
the pro-am’s product. The more context aware the IMS,
the more a pro-am’s mixing would appear to be a response
to specific material and circumstances. But these reactions
are difficult to replicate with IMS. Judgments about ap-
propriateness and context are largely tacit knowledge and
difficult to represent as rules for an IMS. Mixing, in prac-
tice, combines tacit mixing knowledge, broad knowledge
of aesthetics, and expressive communication and rules.

2 CONVENTIONS, TRADITIONS, AND
SEMANTICS

Mixing also requires knowledge of genre conventions,
technical standards, and best practices. Some constants do
hold mix to mix, context to context. In such cases, rule-
based features and recommendations made by an IMS are
very useful and appropriate. Technologies that have been
designed around conventions or common rules can have
great utility for both experienced and inexperienced mixers.

Mixers of all levels attempt to some extent to recreate
sounds from other mixes. Experienced and less experienced
mixers both have awareness of mixing codes and canon. For
example, in popular music, ranges of parameter settings on
processors are associated with particular genres. Some pro-
cessing techniques are so prevalent that they are considered
traditional paradigms for technology use. For example, the
excessive pitch correction employed in contemporary R&B
and hip-hop is a kind of musical code applied by the mixer to
communicate something specific about the genre and artist
[29]. It is important to distinguish here between kinds and
instances. Experienced mixers create sounds that belong to
categories and that are also context appropriate. The quality
of being emblematic does not guarantee appropriateness.

Similarly there are standards that regulate the technical
composition of a mix regardless of context and enable pro-
fessionals to deliver work that is technically appropriate for
mastering, distribution, and broadcast. Professional audio
technologies offer minimal and maximal levels of bit depth
and sampling rates because these ranges correspond to lev-
els of audio quality that have been formally standardized.
There are many standards that mixers are required to meet,
for example to publish a track on any online platform. The
product needs to match certain standardized levels of audio
quality. Each online distributor defines their own standards,
and as such different platforms require different standards,
and this is acknowledged in stated requirements (for exam-
ple, by Apple5). These are implicit norms in the context of
professional music production. By offering functions that
enable conformity, technology designs acknowledge that
standards and conventions are inherently part of the mixing
context.

Technologies for all kinds of artistic production are rou-
tinely and intentionally designed to normalize to conven-
tions [30]. IMS should not be viewed differently in these
regards. Some conventions or norms are so fundamental that
they are taken for granted, such as tonal harmony in western
music, which is the norm in western pop music. Western
tonal harmony has implications for tuning and intonation
and thus for any pitch-related signal processing. There are
also western conventions regarding rhythmic organization
[31]. The implicit expectation that mixers working in a
pop production context will adhere to these norms is evi-
dent in the functionality of every digital audio workstation
(DAW), every pitch correction effect, every drum machine,
quantizer, etc.

Assistance in matching conventions is in many respects
desirable, but simultaneously it can interfere with a user’s
abilities to innovate [32]. Also, it limits a technology’s
applicability across different cultures, musical traditions,
and contexts that fall outside the norm [33]. A system design
assumes a particular kind of context, whether the user is
aware of these assumptions or not. Both experienced and
less experienced mix engineers have reasons to recreate
some conventions, norms, and standards. This is expected
and along these lines, their thinking aligns well with rule-
based IMS.

5https://www.apple.com/itunes/mastered-for-itunes/
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All these common practices, genre-related conventions,
and traditional paradigms for effects use together give rise
to mixing semantics and ontologies. These core concepts
and their associated descriptors are an implicit part of the
mixer’s working context, just as linguistic semantics and
ontological positioning are implicit in the context of lan-
guage usage. Every conversation is structured by grammat-
ical rules that govern what constitutes a well-formulated
sentence. Analogously, there are implicit rules that struc-
ture mixes, and these rules may help to make IMS more
context aware.

SA research studies the mixing semantics of practition-
ers and formalizes mixing lexicons and ontologies of mix-
ing techniques, types of sounds and timbres, balances, etc.
[34–36]. As a result of this research, many descriptors for
common types of sounds, effects, signal processing, and
processors have been codified [5, 37, 38]. Tool designers
are increasingly trying to leverage these findings to make
informed choices about how to label parameters or presets
on mixing technologies. Since these semantics are part of
the context in which a mixer works, embedding them in the
technologies themselves makes it even easier for users to
comply with expected norms and standards.

This has obvious utility unless it inadvertently discour-
ages or prevents mixers from exercising a degree of cre-
ative freedom or breaking with convention to innovate as
appropriate. At times, to create novel and also aesthetically
interesting mixes, mixers break with traditional paradigms
and even misappropriate technology to create effects that
appear novel and particularly expressive given the musical
context. An example might be applying a plugin that sim-
ulates a guitar amplifier, such as Guitar Amp Designer in
Logic Pro X, to a voice or drum. This could be considered
subversive or breaking with a norm, and such decisions are
not captured by any standard ontology.

Professional mixers deliver on three fronts. They match
norms, such as genre conventions and technical standards.
They defy some expectations by working around norms in
creative, innovative, or unexpected ways. Finally, mixers
exude an expressive, personal aesthetic style. The mixer’s
ability to find confluence among these three deliverables
is context dependent. The context determines which norms
are to be met and which are appropriate to work around,
whether novelty appears novel or not, and the significance
and coherence of aesthetic choices. Technology, especially
semantic or intelligent technology, can potentially assist
the mixer in delivering in all three areas because a mixer’s
available technology draws attention to information that is
presumably relevant to the mixing context.

3 TECHNOLOGY AND DECISION MAKING

System functionality and the way information is exposed
to the user influences users’ decisions and is therefore im-
portant in defining a context. Decision makers respond to
how decisions are “framed” [39], and interface designs
frame choices by activating perceptual and cognitive in-
formation processing [40]. Users act on information that is
clear to them. The presentation of information about param-

eter settings and processing options can make some choices
more clear than others.

Decision makers are generally more willing to take risky
choices but not ambiguous ones [41]. In mixing technol-
ogy, semantics may help to clarify the relevance of cer-
tain choices in a certain context, but mixers appreciate de-
scriptors differently. Appreciation, level of experience, and
context awareness are interconnected. Take as an example
two equalization effects, one that uses as a parameter la-
bel the semantic description warmth and another that uses
frequencies and ranges displayed as numbers. An engineer
who knows how to scan regions for frequencies that are
appropriate is more likely to find the numbers to be clear.
While scanning, that mixer may even take opportunities to
explore unconventional, aesthetically motivated options. A
warmth label, in this situation, may appear ambiguous. It
may not seem to offer the user the desired amount of preci-
sion and control. To a less experienced engineer or pro-am
the warmth label is likely to be more clear than numbers.
A pro-am is less certain about how exactly to set an EQ
to boost warmth, and a potential problem here is that the
setting may give the instrument a conventionally or objec-
tively warmer sound without producing a timbre that is well
suited to the particular mix or context.

Without the experience, knowledge, and appreciation of
context appropriateness, mixers are understandably more
likely to rely on technical functionality, like IMS, that
promises to deliver sounds that fit within a generic cat-
egory, whether or not they are intelligible in their exact
mixing situation. Presets are another type of functionality
that promises to deliver sounds that fit within generic cat-
egories and without awareness. IMS can take some cues
from how presets are used in practice.

3.1 Presets and Bounded Exploration
Presets are ubiquitous in audio technology. When they

came into prominence in the late 1970s in synthesizers,
the manufacturers of these instruments were assuming
that many users would be unlikely to program their own
sounds [42]. Théberge argues that the Yamaha DX-7’s over-
simplistic interface design actively discouraged the creation
of new sounds. This conclusion was based on the observa-
tions of repair engineers who noticed that when keyboards
were returned to the factory for service the presets had not
been edited or modified in any way [42]. In other words,
they were never adapted to a specific context.

The primary purpose of a preset in music production
software is to provide the user with the means to easily
navigate the control parameter space. Technology design-
ers may include presets to mitigate issues arising from a
large number of varied controls exposed to the user or com-
plex inter-dependencies among controls. They may also
serve as aids to new users, allowing them to experience
the full extent and capabilities of an individual effect. Pre-
sets are designed by the technology manufacturer to have
utility in many user contexts. That potential might exist be-
cause they are conventional parameter settings or otherwise
typical of a commonly used effect. Some mixers develop
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their abilities to interrogate presets for their usefulness.
They are then able to find sounds they like with few pa-
rameter adjustments. Other engineers take a preset to be
merely a suggestion for how it might manipulate the char-
acter of an instrument. It is a tool for ideation rather than
a solution.

Paterson observes that different levels of experience cor-
relate to different behaviors around the use of presets. The
amateur is “likely to wish to use named presets as a start-
ing point in their productions, possibly not even adjusting
them to any great effect,” meaning that exploration of the
potential or experimentation “is potentially negated” [43].
A key difference between an amateur and an experienced
mixer is that an experienced engineer knows that a generic
preset, for instance, for compressing a bass is not appropri-
ate for all basses or contexts. Using presets as a suggestion
is a way to find potential in the context of a particular mix.
The experienced mixer knows how to interrogate the op-
tions available in pursuit of appropriate options and how to
adjust parameters on a preset to make it appropriate.

Paterson observes that the use of presets has “long
been scorned by professional producers” [43], who pos-
sess the wherewithal to render the sounds they in-
tend and imagine without assistance. Furthermore, be-
cause of their comparatively broader experience, pro-
fessionals can imagine applying preset effects in nu-
merous and varied situations and therefore may even
be inspired to appropriate that preset for non-traditional
application [44].

Experienced mixers are empowered to misappropriate
because they know how to evaluate appropriateness in a
specific context and generally perceive more degrees of
freedom and options. They have deeper appreciation of
constraints. “Constraints map out a territory of structural
possibilities which can then be explored” [45, p. 95]. Con-
text steers the experienced mixer’s workflow; it narrows the
plausible choices. Within those limits, a constraint may be
“transformed to give another one” [45, p. 95]. When ex-
perienced mixers hit the boundaries, they turn to exploring
their problem space in divergent and sometimes creative
ways. Their experience has taught them how to find poten-
tial and constraint workarounds, and in this way limitations
inspire exploration [44]. Explorations are more likely to be
fruitful when the context can be used to clearly identify
the limits of appropriateness. Otherwise, too many options
are available to the mixer, without any clear strategies for
evaluating them.

It is ironic that the preset feature originally emerged to
serve the needs of amateurs [42] who do not have highly de-
veloped skills and the experience to make context-specific
distinctions. In some respects, by conforming to rules, IMS
is following suit. Since the amateur may not make the most
informed decisions about the appropriateness of presets,
an intelligent system could actively help by reducing the
user’s choices to a set of options that are likely to be ap-
propriate given the context, the other presets in use, and
other information about the mix (e.g., spectral balance,
dynamics, etc.). For mixers who are highly aware of the
importance of the context, context-appropriate presets fos-

ter creative exploration of the mixing problem space. They
are a tool for rapidly simulating subtly varied appropriate
possibilities.

4 CONTEXT AND STYLE

Appropriate choices are often those that have appeared
previously in mixes created within similar contexts. To
achieve these ends, mixers’ workflow decisions are at least
partially guided by established methods developed by oth-
ers and by paradigms established over their own practices.
Utilizing these methods requires at the very least famil-
iarity with common as well as contemporary tools, and
knowledge of their conventional applications inform best
practices [46]. However, in many contexts, traditional meth-
ods are also important and may be growing in importance.
Some mixers use terms such as retro or vintage, and dis-
tinctive nostalgic sounds are very desirable in many gen-
res [47]. Therefore, in many contexts, both contemporary
and traditional paradigms of tool use may be appropriate
choices. Mixers not only need to have the skills to create
retro attributes, they also need to determine when nostalgia
is appropriate. These determinations may be informed by
experience or an IMS.

4.1 Nostalgia
Nostalgia is an example of an attribute that is desirable

in certain contexts, or nostalgia may be considered con-
text in its own right. A mixing language has developed
to describe the attributes of nostalgia. It is typically as-
sociated with semantic descriptors such as warmth. These
labels or parameters can be found in audio effects. Simi-
larly there are parameters in effects that can be mapped to
emotions that are also suggestive of retro, vintage, or nos-
talgia [47]. Nostalgia narrows a mixer’s set of appropriate
choices. Thus IMS that can render retro-sounding attributes,
recreate traditional paradigms of application, and be aware
of contemporary mixing contexts could be a powerful tool
particularly for mixers with less knowledge of traditional
methods.

Awareness in the nostalgic idiom requires an appreciation
of the deficiencies of vintage studio equipment. Limitations
like the sounds associated with tape, tubes, and transform-
ers are not considered technical flaws but part of their aura
and inherent appeal [48, 49]. Outside the context of nostal-
gia, similar characteristics are avoided. Nostalgia-capable
IMS would need to discriminate among desirable vintage
and undesirable distortions. Moreover, a nostalgia-capable
IMS may have to adapt to a range of nostalgic possibilities,
spanning from a recreated vintage mix to a contemporary
mix with retro elements. Also, as nostalgic sounds are fre-
quently desirable, processors are sometimes chosen not for
their traditional paradigm of use but to produce these arti-
facts. A compressor, for example, might be chosen for the
harmonic distortion properties exhibited by the hardware
unit or plugin rather than its ability to control dynamic
range [50].
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Pestana [5] highlights that there is more than one way to
achieve a desired mix result. Both compression and distor-
tion, for example, are able to alter the shape and envelope
of a sound and thereby change its perceptual attributes [51].
Either might be utilized effectively depending on the con-
text of desired qualities, of the signal(s) being processed, the
other sounds in the mix, the affordances of the particular
processors available to create the desired effect, etc. To
provide useful and context-aware assistance, a nostalgia-
capable IMS may need to suggest to the user very different
modes of applications. Where there are numerous ways to
achieve seemingly appropriate effects, an IMS will need to
differentiate between the appropriateness of multiple types
of audio processing to select the one most suited to the
context of the program material.

Professionals, pro-ams, and amateurs do not approach
imitating retro and vintage sounds in the same way and re-
quire different kinds of assistance. The experienced mixer
listens very critically when appraising these qualities. The
less experienced mixer may have only ever heard emula-
tions of vintage sounds. Each is therefore likely to have
different subjective impressions of the color, saturation,
warmth, and brightness. So, particularly in contexts where
the mixer tried to create vintage sound in the absence of
the original analog devices, a nostalgia-capable IMS may
need to assist the mixer in discriminating among choices by
directing the user’s attention toward particular attributes.

Mixers refer to a retro digital aesthetic or digital warmth
[47]. Within many genres, retro and Lo-Fi aesthetics are
embraced as a particular form of artistic expression [29].
Given that these terms are so widely used in varied genres
and contexts, a pertinent question for designing nostalgia-
capable IMS is ‘What do terms such as retro, vintage, and
nostalgia sound like?’

There appears to be some agreement about the seman-
tic meaning and timbral attributes of warmth (associated
with nostalgia), brightness, air, punch, and space. Pearce et
al. identified a number of commonly used audio semantic
terms and using statistical analyses created models of what
they represent as plotted along a scale (e.g., not bright to
very bright) [52]. However, there are many terms that still
lack models or are concepts that require relative discern-
ment. For example, in digital effects, the glitchy sound that
could be achieved with early versions of Antares Autotune
remains highly desirable [29]. That effect, though not an
application intended by the system designers, is prevalent
among artists such as Kanye West or T-Pain. Future IMS
may be able to similarly exploit the limitations of mixing
technologies to create effects that sound both surprising and
appropriate if IMS become capable of determining what is
appropriate given the context.

4.2 Misappropriation
Mixers tend to deliberately choose to work around tradi-

tional paradigms of use and avoid traditional sounds. They
misappropriate tools to create new sounds and effects [29].
The context determines what sort of application is appro-
priate and also if an application appears non-traditional or

novel. Misappropriation for the purposes of this discussion
can be loosely defined as using a tool for an unintended pur-
pose. When a mixer misappropriates, they are questioning
the notion of appropriateness [50]. For example, an Opto
style device, such as a Universal Audio LA2A, might be the
more traditional choice for compressing a bass, but a VCA
style dynamic range compressor such as a DBX 160 VU
may suit the particular context better [53]. Another exam-
ple is using a preset that had been intended for processing
guitars on a drum loop instead. The creative impact of mak-
ing such decisions can have far-reaching consequences and
implications for the direction of the entire mix. In other
words, it changes the context for further work on the mix.

‘Creep,’ a song by Radiohead, is a good example of
working around traditional paradigms. The song contains a
guitar part in the chorus that is likely to be considered by
most mixers to be far too loud, as compared to conventional
mixes of a similar style. It subverts the idea of what a bal-
ance should be like. Also, the guitar part heavily masks the
lead vocals at points in the song, breaking another conven-
tion. However, given the musical material, genre, and artist,
these choices are considered not just appropriate but highly
affective. Similarly, in the appropriate contexts, the mis-
appropriation of a preset can make a mix more interesting
[54].

These kinds of misappropriations and creative and novel
solutions may emerge, as Boden [45] explains, from how
a problem space is explored. Human mixers do not ex-
plore their problem spaces randomly. Their explorations
are bounded by knowledge of the context and what is po-
tentially appropriate in it. A system capable of breaking
mixing rules appropriately needs rules for breaking rules or
to be trained on more than conventional mixes.

Yet even without this level of sophistication, a system that
could merely determine what is conventionally appropriate
or not in a given a context could still provide a lot of intel-
ligent assistance to the user. It may function as a motivator,
encouraging users to take interest in attributes or elements
they may have overlooked. Consequently, the interactions
between a computational system and human might be com-
pared to that of two mixers or producers creatively bouncing
ideas off each other. Additionally, IMS could have a role
to play in cautioning against misappropriation where it is
not likely to be perceived as appropriate. These kinds of
intelligence are not trivial to implement. However, research
in related fields hint at potential context-oriented solutions
for IMS.

5 CONTEXT IN SEMANTIC AUDIO AND MUSIC
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Some areas of SA and MIR research have investigated
the semantics of context and how to utilize information
about the user’s context or manage the lack of it. For some
time, SA and MIR along with Semantic web research have
been wrestling with the problem of managing the differ-
ences between what humans know, understand, and expect
and what machines are capable of representing and figuring
out autonomously. This issue is referred to as the semantic
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gap. As of yet, there is no consensus around an exact defini-
tion of the semantic gap. However, Hein’s definition, “the
difference in meaning between constructs formed within
different representation systems” [55], is highly relevant to
this discussion. In the domain of Music Informatics, Schedl,
Gómez, and Urbano have attempted to quantify the gap
and refer to it as a “mismatch between machine-extractable
music features and semantic descriptors that are meaningful
to human music perception” [56, p. 6].

One key issue for those working on this problem is how
to represent human knowledge in a machine interpretable
way. There is a lack of understanding around knowledge
and mental processing and this impedes the formulation of
robust representations. Gaps between human and machine
understanding are widest when they involve very abstract
concepts such as context. Although it is possible to describe
the process of adapting to context in general terms, it is very
difficult to generate consistent axioms and rules that cover
many or all eventualities.

Casey et al. suggest that many MIR studies lack “high-
level intuitive information about music embod[ying] the
types of knowledge that a sophisticated listener would have
about a piece of music,” such as abilities to appraise mu-
sical surface, timbre, or emotion. These features, they con-
tend, are derivable from extractable features with appro-
priate models of cognition, but these have not yet been
sufficiently developed [57, p. 671]. Wiggins argues that the
semantic gap is not even visible from the auditory domain
of extractable or perceptible features; and complex musical
knowledge, for example, about interpretation and the struc-
ture of musical phrases are not easily translated into ma-
chine readable axioms. The gap is further exacerbated, says
Wiggins, by musical experience, memory, culture, linguis-
tics, and word-grounding, all of which may be associated
with context and all of which are inseparable from musical
inference, musical exchange, and communication and the
making of meaning in music [58].

The modeling of mixing intelligence in IMS is not yet
confronting the semantic gap. Ontologies have been engi-
neered for SA and MIR technologies that could be co-opted
for building up the context awareness of IMS. For exam-
ple, Raimond et al. propose the Music Ontology, “a formal
framework for dealing with music-related information on
the Semantic Web. It includes editorial, cultural and acous-
tic information” [59, p. 1]. It assumes a workflow that spans
the production of a musical recording to the recording’s
release and incorporates concepts pertaining to “music pro-
duction, music consumption, music recommendation, etc.”
[59, p. 1]. It builds on a generic knowledge representa-
tion and knowledge sharing technology, the W3C’s Web
Ontology Language (OWL),6 which is a logic-based for-
mal semantic language for representing things or entities in
any domain, and the relationships between the designated
entities. Logic is used as grounding for OWL to support
automated verification and inference from instance data ex-
pressed using the language and entailment rules associated
with its constructs.

6https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/

The Music Ontology also inherits concepts from relevant
domain ontologies such as the Timeline7 and Event8 ontolo-
gies, which provide concepts that are not music specific but
highly important in the description of music [60]. The con-
cept of a Timeline is a “coherent backbone for addressing
temporal information.” Other temporal concepts include
Intervals and Instances, which may be used to describe
Events and chain them in a workflow or provenance de-
scription. Music production concepts include, for example,
Work, Person, Group, Record, Track, Stream, Performance,
Mixing (limited to DJ mixing), and Sampling. These con-
cepts may have a place in a mixing ontology. They may help
to establish the context, but they are many steps removed
from the knowledge necessary to take a mixing decision.

Fazekas and Sandler propose a music production on-
tology that captures more studio-based concepts [34] in
the context of a proposed intelligent DAW and associated
Multitrack ontology.9 It too inherits well-established non-
(music) domain specific concepts and standardized ontolo-
gies and uses OWL. It captures information about multi-
tracking and distinguishes between Clips and Tracks and
even Multitrack sessions as well as track types in a DAW,
Mediatrack, Videotrack, Audiotrack, and so on. The gran-
ularity extends to Automationtrack, Automationevent, and
Automationparameter and details like Microphone and the
Location of that microphone. This is more directly relevant
to the mixer’s domain but still barely covers what is mean-
ingful to a mixer in an actual mixing scenario. The afore-
mentioned ontologies have been incorporated into a broader
framework that aims to provide an application and situa-
tion independent conceptualization of the entire recording
studio domain [38, 61].

The Studio Ontology (SO) Framework10 extends the Mu-
sic Ontology, adding details about the music production
workflow. It covers events and actions that fall between
capturing an audio signal and releasing a track or album.
The core of the SO is a parallel event and signal flow model.
This model can be used to describe, for instance, the pre-
cise placement of a microphone, the mixing of the produced
signal with other signals in the environment, or a sequence
of audio signal transformations such as the application of
filters, audio effects, and elements of final mastering. The
signal flow is associated with the event flow, which helps
to capture the precise signal routing in a studio setup. Each
event in the model may be associated with agents. For ex-
ample, it can describe who was responsible for a decision
such as the choice and settings of a compressor, or it can
describe individual mixing decisions like moving a fader.

Besides the core model, the SO includes a number of
foundational elements, consisting of small domain ontolo-
gies in support of its model. The Device Ontology and
Connectivity Ontology, for example, define entities for de-
scribing low-level detail such as (studio) device terminals,

7http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/timeline.owl
8http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl
9https://sourceforge.net/p/motools/code/HEAD/tree/studio/

multitrack.owl
10http://isophonics.net/content/studio-ontology
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protocols, and audio connector types. High-level extensions
include domain ontologies for microphones, mixing, basic
audio effects, and audio editing. The framework also pro-
vides hooks for domain-specific extensions such as detailed
models of audio effects described in the Audio Effects On-
tology [62] using a conceptual layering system originally
proposed for intellectual works [63].

The aim of the SO Framework and associated ontologies
is to capture the technical workflow rather than the intent
of the mixer. Therefore it falls short of providing sufficient
means for mapping mixing decisions to goals, intent, con-
text, and all other human considerations involved in mixing
decisions. There have been some IMS approaches that use
these ontologies, defined rules, and constraint optimization
methods for musical mixing [36]. These ontologies have
also been used to represent music production data captured
from a DAW in order to learn associations between seman-
tic labels, mixing decisions, and acoustic features [35].

5.1 Semantics in Intelligent Mixing Tools

Some IMS use semantic descriptions to connect user in-
put and expectations with machine functionality. Semantic
descriptors are used to label parameters in audio effects,
implying that adjustments help the engineer to achieve
these sounds (e.g., making a sound boomy or thin). The
Semantic Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) project [64] in-
vestigated the relationships between semantic descriptors
and the resulting processed signal, specifically in terms of
objectively measurable acoustic features. As part of this
research, the SAFE project released four VST plugins: a
parametric equalizer, dynamic range compressor, distor-
tion, and reverb effect. Each required the user to enter a
sound descriptor associated with the applied processing as
well as information about the context in which the transfor-
mation is taking place. This contextual information includes
genre, location, and demographic data of the user.

SAFE identified a set of semantic descriptors that corre-
late with clusters of equalization or compression parame-
ters. The research also showed that compression and equal-
ization share a similar vocabulary, but reverb and distortion
have a dissimilar description schema [65]. It was informally
observed that the requirement to provide contextualizing in-
formation increases the variability of semantic descriptors,
suggesting that different contexts evoke different associ-
ations. For instance, an R&B producer in New York and
Grime producer in London may use different terms to de-
scribe the same transformation. Hence, it can be inferred
that descriptions depend on the genre and locality of the
production [66].

Semantic descriptors for emotional content are also be-
ing utilized in intelligent mixing tools. Ronan et al. have
shown mixing decisions are guided by emotions perceived
to be expressed by the musical content or that are induced
by listening to it [27]. There are various models of music
and emotion that provide a basis for connecting emotion
perception to decision making. Appraisal theories such as
the component process appraisal model proposes five func-
tional components of emotion: cognitive, peripheral effer-

ence, motivational, motor expression, and subjective feel-
ing [67]. A number of studies discussed in [68] show the
relevance of this model to the perception of sound more
generally.

Emotion as well as other contextualizing information
such as genre, style, and semantic descriptors have also
been shown to assist professional and amateur users of
music libraries, who expect this information to map to par-
ticular acoustic features [69]. An IMS with the necessary
capabilities to detect emotional content and emotional con-
text could factor both into numerous mixing decisions, such
as those that impact timbre or balance. It could also assist
less experienced engineers who may be less sensitive to
emotional cues by directing their attention to pertinent con-
siderations. Few systems are capable of inferring context
from an audio signal to assist mixing decisions, e.g., the
configuration of audio effects [70]. These approaches how-
ever only represent baby steps toward context-aware IMS.

6 CONTEXT AWARENESS IN CAC

The field of CAC offers additional insight for IMS. CAC
seeks solutions that make computational assistance and ser-
vices “adaptable, responsive, personalized, dynamic, and
anticipatory” [71, p. 5]. In broad terms, context-aware ap-
plications are those that are able to use information about
context. They ordinarily fall into three categories: “the pre-
sentation of information and services to the user” that are
relevant to the user’s context, “automatic execution of a
service” and “contextual augmentation” or “tagging of con-
textual information” to enhance interactions [72, p. 59].

As with IMS design, intelligent systems engineering of
any sort requires a positivistic approach that treats context
as “a form of information. . . delineable. . . stable. . . context
and activity are separable” [13, p. 25]. Given this defini-
tion, it is not immediately obvious how CAC and IMS can
be compatible with the exploratory, artistic, and novelty-
seeking modes of mixing described above. In mixing it is
often hard to predict the extent to which a given aspect of
the context will be relevant to actions and decisions. As
with CAC, in IMS, it appears that “the kind of thing that
can be modelled. . . is not the kind of thing that context
is” [13, pp. 26–27].

There are operational solutions to address the challenges
of acquiring contextual data [72, p. 59], for example query-
ing users directly about the contexts in which they work, as
in the SAFE project. However, experience from CAC sug-
gests that this does not work well for very abstract concepts
and axioms. This is particularly true when a given context
may only be relevant some of the time and consequently
only partially or occasionally useful. Dey and Abowd ar-
gue that deriving contextual information from user input
is problematic because the notion of a user input suggests
one user and one application, but context implies varied
extra-application contingencies, many of which are other
technologies.

A mixer taking a decision about a parameter setting on
a single reverb does so in the context of many sonic ele-
ments. Although users interact with individual applications
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and take decisions about those interactions, those interac-
tions occur within a context that typically includes multi-
ple applications [73]. Mixers usually use one DAW, many
plugins or processors, and a variety of other technologies,
synthesizers, drum machines, triggering devices, work, or
control surfaces, etc. Each technology is designed as an
individual system. Each user interface is designed for that
particular system. But these systems are often technically,
musically, or conceptually interconnected. Peripheral tech-
nologies can impact a mixer’s interactions with the DAW
and plugins within the DAW. To contextualize interactions
with any one of these applications, that application requires
knowledge representations with additional layers of ab-
straction [73]. Context-aware IMS require awareness of
inter-operations and other inter-relations among technical
components.

The distributed nature of a production might also frame
the context. Tasks or any form of user cognition may be
distributed among clients and collaborators. Context-aware
IMS may need to keep track of who contributes what
and differences among contributors. The SAFE project
[64] worked with and around some of these issues. Users
were asked to describe effects and the system adjusted to
those descriptions. SAFE queried users directly about lo-
cation and other demographic data. Users also specified
genre.

In SAFE the relevance of the user’s location was not al-
ways clear. Mixers’ semantics appeared to be influenced by
their geography. Geography probably does have an impact
on style [10]. In SAFE, users tended to set the demographic
information only once, even when they worked on multiple
mixes. In those cases, location information could not be
reliably used as a criterion for mixing decisions. On the
other hand, music production is a global business. It is not
unusual for professional mixers to have clients from other
countries and the target audience may be a global audience.
IMS may be able to utilize information about the mixer,
client, and audience in mixing decisions and might assist
mixers by compensating for localizing factors when they are
not desirable.

Finally, context awareness could arise from distributed
processing [73] such as information gathered from the
world wide web or a centralized server. For example, mixers
frequently use reference recordings. These tracks could be
accessed and analyzed by an IMS to refine and contextual-
ize the assistance it provides. Also, systems may use crowd
sourcing for decisions or tap into web-accessible knowl-
edge repositories. As of yet, there do not appear to be many
mixing technologies with these capabilities, but such func-
tionality could contribute to the sophistication of IMS in
the future.

To manage the complexity of context, Abowd and Dey
suggest categorizing contexts and thereby reducing defini-
tions to only the most relevant information given a partic-
ular task or scenario [74]. However, Dourish cautions that
“contextuality. . . is not. . . made a priori. It is an emergent
feature of the interaction, determined in the moment and in
the doing” and by what has “general bearing” [13, pp. 29,
28] on a task. It may be possible to shift among categories

if the IMS has the information and procedures necessary to
make those shifts intelligently.

A mixer’s perspective on context shifts from low (percep-
tual) and high (abstract) aspects, as they seek relationships
that connect each detail with impressions of the mix as
whole. There is much that might be sensed by a context-
aware system [75] and from that abstractly defined features
of the context could be inferred. In Gray and Salber’s def-
inition of “sensed context,” “properties of real world phe-
nomena” are extracted using sensor technology, but only
those properties that are used by system functionality and
make it “more effective or usable” are considered relevant
to the sensed context [75, p. 318]. “Not only does high-level
context depend on low-level sensed context but also differ-
ent kinds of low-level parameters are interrelated” [71, p.
12].

Generating information about context this way is some-
what analogous to the MIR technique of extracting signal
features and using them to infer musically relevant infor-
mation. MIR utilizes features such as temporal shape as
in attack time; energy-related descriptors, global energy,
noise energy, etc.; spectral shape including the centroid,
spread, short-time fourier transforms, etc.; harmonic fea-
tures; and various perceptual features including loudness,
sharpness, etc. [76]. With low-level features like these, it
is possible to determine things like beat, and hence tempo.
Then patterns detected across low-level features may be
correlated and matched to complex concepts as they have
been predefined.

All these approaches could go a long way in realizing
the potential of context-aware IMS. Still, thorough defini-
tions of mixing contexts may be forever out of reach. All
“situated action emphasizes the improvisational aspects of
human behavior and deemphasizes a priori plans that the
person simply executes” [77, p. 52]. Context-aware sys-
tems will always be imperfect and must always contend
with what is unknown (undetectable), ambiguous, impre-
cise, or erroneous [71, p. 9]. Chalmers suggests “allowing
applications to choose what aspects they interpret” as a way
“to cope with temporary loss of some aspects of context.”
They may make substitutions for “missing data” [78, p.
69]. Yet even a minimally context-aware system with the
ability to detect that something is ambiguous, erroneous,
non-normative, or conventional may provide utility to a
mixer.

For example, if tracks have primarily been mixed consis-
tently and following a traditional paradigm, an IMS could
identify where and how outlier tracks fail to meet the con-
ventions met by the rest of the mix. That information alone
is enough to provoke context awareness in mixers and
thereby inspire and enable them to better situate their work
and creative choices within the context of their circum-
stances. Dourish notes, “being ordinary is something that
people work at, by acting in ways that they understand to be
the normal activities of the groups of which they are mem-
bers, and making no issue out of them in the course of their
interactions” [13, p. 31]. By even minimally assisting in sit-
uating the mixer’s work, by constructively challenging the
intelligibility of actions and choices, a context-aware IMS
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could encourage epistemic reflection, creative exploration,
novelty-seeking approaches, and more context-aware
decisions.

7 NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSION

This article highlights the importance of context for mu-
sic mixing and IMS. Deepening our understanding of the
influences of context on mixing enables us to develop an
IMS that is more flexible and better aids mixers in identi-
fying relevant aspects of context given the situation of the
mix. Both these features could facilitate greater creative
freedom. To this end, much can be learned from research
on mixing practices as well as from SA, MIR, and CAC,
all of which are dealing with related challenges.

It is clear from prior work that there are a number of
different types of context, and they can be represented in a
range of different ways. One of the most commonly con-
sidered contextualizing factors in mixing, and thus particu-
larly applicable to IMS, is musical style and genre. Though
genre remains difficult to define, even a basic awareness as
to the intended style of a mix impacts the mixer, client, and
audience’s expectations, drastically changing the ways mix
decisions are perceived and appropriate mixing conventions
are selected.

Mixing is also influenced by mixers’ depth of knowl-
edge regarding common practices, mixers’ semantics, and
the words they use to describe particular musical or sonic
attributes. These factors also help to define their work-
ing context. There may be geographically determined local
practices, too. Mixes are produced in a particular time pe-
riod. The latest releases may further influence what mix-
ing decisions are expected or appropriate. Similarly, recent
technological advances also add to expectations or inspire
and make appropriate explorations into new creative terri-
tory. Any of the factors can contribute to a mixing context.

The context of a mix is not fixed at the onset or in-
deed at any time as the work progresses. Mixers’ attention
shifts naturally over time to different attributes. Thus var-
ied instances of appraisal and perception are contextualized
differently with some factors being relevant for some de-
cisions and less relevant or irrelevant for others. Mixing is
a feed forward process. Once decisions and actions have
been taken, they potentially contextualize future decisions
and actions.

Given these observable impacts on mixing, several av-
enues for making IMS more context aware are immedi-
ately apparent. Intelligent mixing tools are already rou-
tinely being trained on corpora of examples to identify
genre-associated patterns, for example spectral balances.
This means they can and do utilize these patterns to adjust
mixes or recommend adjustments to mixes in ways that
bring mixes in line with the norms. To make this even more
context aware, rather than relying solely on corpora com-
piled and analyzed prior to mixing, an IMS could gather
data on the latest musical releases and relevant reference
recordings. With this additional material, systems could
identify additional, more refined sub-sets of patterns and
mix attributes. Also, the more IMS can analyze the choices

a mixer makes while mixing, the more those attributes can
be factored into the system’s context awareness.

A key consideration for making this kind of assistance
truly useful for the mixer is how functionality and op-
tions are presented to the user. The interface design can
draw the user’s attention toward different types of deci-
sions, solutions, and problems. It can encourage the user to
explore available degrees of freedom and reflect on deci-
sions. For example, an assistive IMS interface might make
it simple for a mixer to quickly prototype different genre-
appropriate spectral balances. That would enable a mixer
to identify which kind of balances can work best given
the musical content. The key here is to not merely offer
suggestions but step the user through a prototyping pro-
cess. Such assistance can serve as a starting place and even
draw the mixer’s attention toward attributes with creative
potential.

Finally, IMS is an excellent way to help an engineer
explore context itself. IMS can make visible and audible
different aspects of context, those that originate internally
or externally to the mix itself. Any mix created, by human
and/or machine, will rely heavily on and be viewed within
a context. As such, the understanding and appreciation for
context is a key attribute for any IMS designer to consider.
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